COMBINED
BEADLOCK RUNFLAT

THE FIRST RUNFLAT WITH INTEGRATED BEADLOCK
FOR THE SINGLE PIECE DROP-CENTRE WHEEL
ALL-TYRES-DEFLATED RUNFLAT ON THE NORMAL WHEEL

REDEFINING RUNFLAT PERFORMANCE

NEW TECHNOLOGY REDEFINES RUNFLAT
CBR is unique in providing all-tyres-down runflat capability on normal single piece wheels, including
evasive manoeuvres and ‘J’ turn capabilities - a new era of runflat performance unmatched on the single
piece wheel while exceeding Finabel standards and with PAS 301 Certification.
(The development of PAS 301 was facilitated by BSI Standards Limited - automotive test methods for Civilian armoured vehicles and is
a series of tests significantly tougher than Finabel tests)

CBR VS CURRENT &
‘TRADITIONAL’ SYSTEMS
CBR introduces all-tyres-down performance that cannot
be matched by other runflat inserts available today on the
normal single piece wheel.
Runflat users are accustomed to traditional deflated tyre support
products, bolted around the inside of the wheel, for fairly
low-speed runflat with one tyre down. CBR opens a new era of
runflat, with shock-absorbing cantilever construction and fully
operational strong beadlock (not a simple bead blocking device) in
a lightweight solution that can be safely fitted in less than 10 minutes.

CBR

CBR is the first truly effective runflat insert for the single piece wheel.
Making the alternative and the heavier two-piece wheel and
runflat assembly unnecessary. CBR delivers best performance
and all-tyres-down capability and allows low-pressure and CTIS
operations on the single piece wheel for the first time. CBR
reduces capital and ongoing downtime/servicing cost for the life
of the vehicle.
TRADITIONAL RUNFLAT

RUNFLAT CBR - DISRUPTIVE TECHNOLOGY
COMPLETELY DIFFERENT TO ANY OTHER SYSTEM

TRADITIONAL RUNFLAT
// No beadlock
// Heavy block of material
// Narrow tyre support

www.runflatcbr.com

CBR EXTREME
// Beadlock on both sides
// Light cantilever design
// Wide central tyre support
// Flexibility absorbs shocks
// Sealed lubrication
// Clears TPMS

TRADITIONAL RUNFLAT
// Transfers loads to wheel centre
- weakest point - not designed
to support load here

CBR EXTREME
// Directs runflat loads into
wheel’s seat area - which is
designed to carry load

*This feature can reduce the need for heavy duty wheels, as wheels
are not as stressed as with traditional runflats. This design is
endorsed by vehicle OEMs & wheel manufacturers.

PRODUCT RANGE
There are two CBR variations to suit users’ needs. Escape - for the lightest weight, high speed and
50km or more runflat, including off-road and Extreme - for longest distance heavy duty and off-road
use. Both systems are all-tyres down capable.

CBR EXTREME

A heavy duty runflat insert with full beadlock for the single piece wheel.
World-leading performance, with longest runflat and all-tyres-down capability.
// Exceeds all Finabel standards with one or all tyres deflated
// PAS 301 Certified
// Heavy duty system for 2,000kg wheel loads or 9,000kg shock loading
// Includes a unique outer anti-friction system for longest runflat
// Absorbs ballistic attack
// Sealed lubrication
// Safe fitting in less than 10 minutes
FIND OUT MORE

runflatcbr.com/cbr-extreme/

CBR ESCAPE

The lightest weight Combined Beadlock Runflat for both high speed and off-road
all-tyres-down capability.
// Evasive driving and ‘J’ Turn capability with one or all tyres deflated
// Exceeds Finabel A.20.5 with one or all tyres deflated
// Carries 2,000kg wheel loads or 9,000kg shock loading
// Absorbs ballistic attack
// Sealed lubrication
// Safe fitting in less than 10 minutes

FIND OUT MORE

runflatcbr.com/cbr-escape/

PERFORMANCE
CBR redefines industry performance on the single piece drop-centre wheel
// Both Escape and Extreme provide all-tyres-down high performance control
// CBR Extreme is PAS 301 Certified (independently tested, Millbrook Proving Ground)
// ‘J’ Turn and evasive manoeuvres with one or all tyres down (both systems)
// All models exceed Finabel standards with one or all tyres down
// Extreme has been Independently tested at over 250km runflat
// Low pressure and CTI capability - unique on the single piece wheel (both systems)
// Signed off by the military after 18 months trials

FITTING

All CBR models can be safely fitted in less
than 10 minutes, using normal tyre fitter's
hand tools or tyre fitting machines.
runflatcbr.com/how-to-fit/

Combined Beadlock Runflat System

FIND OUT HOW TO FIT

COMPETITIVE PRICING
Logically a high-tech lightweight combined runflat and
beadlock with all-tyres-down performance, ultimate traction and
inbuilt shock absorption should be more costly than the traditional
runflat (basically a flat tyre support system) ... but that’s not the case.
There is little difference in the cost of CBR to the traditional single piece wheel system and
in comparison to the two-piece wheel and runflat solution, which CBR can effectively replace,
is significantly cheaper.
CBR reduces ongoing servicing costs, with safe fast fitting and its sealed lubrication also
means there is no mess to clean up or replace reducing time and service costs for the
life of the vehicle.

HOW WE COMPARE
CBR vs Traditional single piece wheel inserts
CBR: Vastly superior performance including all-tyres-down runflat, option to use
CTIS if required, reduced need for uprated wheels. No internal wheel details/
drawing required - for simple ordering.

CBR vs Two-piece/specialist wheels and runflat inserts
CBR: Significant weight saving, longer cooler runflat at higher speeds,
considerable capital cost-saving, ongoing service cost savings, faster more
convenient fitting, sealed lubrication.

SEE CBR IN ACTION
Virtual one-to-one fitting demonstration
Ask us for a live fitting demonstration and/or an introduction to CBR via Microsoft
Teams or Zoom from our live-help studio. Also available for customers facing any
difficulties or questions when fitting.

HOW CBR WORKS

CBR OFF-ROAD DEMO

CBR PERFORMANCE

Call us on: +44 (0) 114 3216536
or email: sales@runflatsystems.com
to discuss options or book a fitting demo
www.runflatcbr.com

